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ABSTRACT 

The major objective of this project is to use a flow control to connect wind photovoltaic cogeneration utilizing back-to-back 

voltage converters. The utility grid is interfaced to a permanent magnet with a synchronous full-scale generator (BtB) 

voltage- source converter (VSCs). The BtB VSC's dc-link condenser comes with a PV solar generator directly. No 

conversion phases of dc/dc are needed. This means maximizing system performance. The suggested topology includes a 

separate maximum point tracking system for wind and PV generators for maximum renewable energy extraction. VSCs are 

regulated in the rotating reference frame using the vector control approach. To examine overall stability, detailed tiny 

signal patterns for the system components are produced. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wind turbine generating (WTG) and photovoltaic (PV) technologies will play a major role in satisfying future demand 

among different renewables. The combination of wind and PV is cheaper to operate and more reliable[3]. One system's 

weakness can be offset by another's strength. Such a combination increases renewable energy production's overall economy 

and reliability. Renewable sources and electrical storage systems are connected by power electronic converters to the 

solitary hybrid system through a shared AC bus. The control goal for inverter based, isolated micro Grid is to accurately 

share power while maintaining an acceptable frequency and voltage of the system. Drop control is an acknowledged 

technique for accurate load sharing without communication infrastructure between parallel inverters. Droop loops control. 

Because wind and solar energy is intermittent and unregulated, power-electronic converters are used as an 

interface phase on either the load side or the grid, and so distributed generation units are generated. The majority of 

distributed systems in literature are dedicated primarily to a form of renewable energy, e.g. solar energy or wind power, for 

example. The combination of wind and solar energy in the same area has been considered in order to optimise the benefits 

of the available renewable resources. 

The following features are present in the cogeneration of wind and solar energy the availability of wind and solar 

energy are often complementary and hence the combination of both energy types boosts operating effciency in general. the 

combination of wind and solar co- generators maximises the use of resources on land and hence increases expenditures in 

capital. Wind-solar cogeneration systems are more dynamically capable of supporting the utility network in comparison 

with the static PV generators due to the available time of inertia in the wind power generators mechanics the generation 
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dependability of two energy sources increases. 

Wind-PV cogeneration systems connected to the grid are not widely covered. In contrast, for stand-alone off-grid 

applications, numerous wind-PV cogeneration systems were developed. an independent wind-PV cogeneration system is 

suggested. A single-phase cogeneration system was proposed at the small-scale stage and a laboratory-scale system was 

introduced. The system topology in usually includes a common dc-bus that interfaces parallel connected renewable energy 

resources interfacing to converters, which can degrade system effciencies overall and increase cost. Most notably, strict 

controller co ordinations are required to prevent induced interactions, resulting in instabilities in the cascade connection of 

power converters. The dc-dc converter-interfaced PV generator and an energy storage unit is utilised in a back to back 

(BtB) power source converter, which is connected to a double-fed inductive generator. In  it is proposed that a photovoltaic 

generator recharge a battery bank and connect to a wind generator via a VSC. In the wind-power cogeneration systems, the 

integration of renewable sources of energy with the minimum use of power-electronic conversion step is emphasised. 

However, for certain off-grid applications these methods are proposed. 

A full survey of several CI applications in diverse power grid scenarios is provided in. Fuzzy logic system is one 

CI technology that combines regulating algorithms and logical reasoning to enable complicated and uncertain systems to 

be controlled. The FLC is developed to improve the dynamics of a single wind and diesel hybrid micro grid. In this case, 

FLC is a flowing logic controller. In this study, the thyristor switches are controlled by FLC for the purpose of frequency 

control of further sets of three phase resistivity loads connected in the network. In order to reduce the output power 

fluctuation of the WTG system, the fuzzy pitch angle controller is developed to reduce fluctuations in frequencies of the 

isolated microgrid. The optimum load share control is achieved in by droop control and fuzzy control systems amongst 

many inverters connected to smart house. Changing the droop characteristics of each PV system, battery storage and 

electric vehicle (EV) connected in a smart home will accomplish the ideal load-sharing. The correct load sharing current can 

be achieved by employing FLC in the low voltage DC microgrid for parallel DC-DC converter operation. In this way the 

FLC instantaneously calculates the virtual resistance, based on the converters' deviation in voltage of output, provides 

suitable sharing of load current, improving load tension and reducing flow between conversion machines. In this article, 

FLC modifies the VSI drop coeffcient values for the PV and WTG DC systems of an isolated microgrid connected to each 

DC battery. As a consequence, the battery load, renewable generation and load profile share VSI connected to the battery 

system according to SOCs. Here, the FLC calculates the adjustment factor to update the drop value. According to their 

current drop rates, the connected batteries in each renovable generation share load. This procedure is being evaluated in an 

isolated microgrid based on the low voltage AC-connected wind and PV. The findings of the simulation demonstrate FLC's 

advantages and importance in improving the performance of wind and PV isolated microgrid. 

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 

Photovoltaic, Wind Turbine, Grid System Modelling 

This step is modelling small scale PV and Wind Turbine and its DC/DC converter to show the characteristic of 

power at different solar irradiation and wind speed in grid interconnecting system. 
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Figure 1: Equivalent Circuit of Photovoltaic Cell 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of hybrid PV/Wind that connects to the grid through a common DC bus at 

the inverter. The solar PV and PMSG Wind Turbine with the capacity connects to the DC-DC converter that have a MPPT 

function. The inverter, so the DC-DC converter use a VSC topology which have a high ratio to bring the output voltage of 

PV and WT to DC common bus voltage. The MPPT was applied to these HGICB converter using fuzzy logic controller 

(FLC) that achieve the maximum power from any irradiation and wind speed condition. The DC bus voltage is controlled 

by the inverter that it can in stable value. The inverter is VSC and use a fast decoupled current control to get 

synchronization with the utility grid. LC filter is use to damp the harmonic output voltage and current so its value must not 

exceed from the grid requirement. 

 

Figurer 2: The Proposed Wind-PV Cogeneration System with Fuzzy Logic Controller 

FUZZY LOGIC RULES 

The quantity and range of uses of fluctuating logic have increased dramatically in recent years. The applications 

include consumer products like camera, washer and microwave, industrial process control, medical devices, decision-

making systems and portfolio selection. Comprehension of what the application of futile logic means through foggy logic is 

growing. Two alternative dentitions have been given to fuzzy logic. Fuzzy Logic is in a narrow sense a logical system 

which is a multivalve logic extension. Nevertheless, in an overall sense of Fuzzy Logic (FL) the theory of Fuzzy sets is 

virtually synonymous, a theory that concerns classes of objects with sharp limits where membership is an issue. In this 

context, in its narrow sense, fugitive logic is a branch of fugitive logic. Construct a furious system of inference Fuzzy 

inference is a way to understand input vector values and assign output vector values depending on user provided rules. 

Using the Fuzzy Logic toolbox's GUI editors and viewers, you may establish the rules, set the membership features, and 

analyse how the inference system performs (FIS). The fuzzy controller has the following characteristics: 1. Five fuzzy 

inputs: NB (negative large), NS (negative small), Z (zero), PS (positive small), PB (negative small) 1. (positive big). 2. 

Simplicity functions of triangular membership. 3. Fuzzing via the continuous discourse universe (COD). 4. Implication 

with the 'min' operator of Mamdani 5. Defluence by the method "high." 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This research introduced the BtB vector controlled grid-connected BtB VSCs in wind PV cogeneration systems. 

The VSR is responsible for obtaining the greatest wind power once the wind speed changes on the wind generator side. On 

the utility grid side, the VSI's duties are to extract maximum PV power from the PV generator, strike a balance between 

input power across the DC link condenser, and maintain a unit PCC voltage with different operating modes. Different types 

of PV packing systems are available on the system with time for grid linked operation. The different configurations have 

discussed these systems in detail. One can use any configuration with the suggested fuzzy system and source converter. 

Among these setups. In the domain analysis of the Laplace domain is also considered an impedance source converter with 

the benefit over the voltage source and current source. 
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